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It is well known that the lattice structure of a scintillating crystal can influence the development
of the electromagnetic processes inside it. For electron and photon beams aligned with the
symmetry axis of a crystal, if the Strong Field condition is satisfied, a reduction of the radiation
length (X0) is expected. However, these effects have been experimentally observed only in the
last few years, with crystal samples limited in number, composition and length. The lack of
experimental data for these phenomena makes it harder to properly account for them in the
design and simulation of innovative radiation detectors and equipment, such as active beam
dumps or compact electromagnetic calorimeters. Recent experiments, performed by the STORM
and KLEVER collaborations at the CERN SPS extracted beam lines, demonstrated a significant
reduction of X0 for photon beams impinging on a crystal within ∼ 0.1◦ from one of its symmetry
axes. This contribution will describe such experiments, reporting preliminary results for a 2 X0

PbF2 crystal and a 1 X0 PbWO4 crystal.
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1. Introduction

It is known since decades that the dominant absorption process for very high energy photons
interacting with matter is Pair Production (PP). This phenomenon features the conversion of a
primary photon into a lepton pair (e+ / e−), with a cross-section which has been extensively studied
and is currently well documented [1, 2]. It was already noticed in the Sixties that this cross-section
is modified if the impinging photons cross the target material at a small enough angle with respect
to a crystallographic axis or plane [3, 4]. This phenomenon, which is known as Coherent Pair
Production (CPP), is due to the fact that the electric fields generated by the atoms along a plane
or axis add up coherently. As a result, the effective field perceived by the incoming particles (Y)
has a much larger amplitude than the lab-frame field and thus the PP probability increases [5, 6].
If the energy of the primary photon is high enough, Y is approximately constant over the entire
string of nuclei and can reach a value of 1010 V/m: this is called the Strong Field (SF) regime
and it features an enormous enhancement of the PP probability. When the SF regime is attained, a
similar effect is observable for electrons (positrons) impinging at a small enough angle with respect
to an axis (plane) of the crystal lattice. This effect, which is known as Coherent Bremsstrahlung
(CB), features a huge enhancement of the bremsstrahlung cross-section and also a change in its
angular distribution [7]. The combined presence of the two SF-enhanced processes (i.e., CPP and
CB) results in an accelerated development of the electromagnetic shower and thus in a reduction
of the "effective" radiation length (Xeff

0 ) of the target material. For showers initiated by electrons or
positrons, the condition that must be attained in order to observe the SF regime is:

𝜒 =
𝛾𝐸

𝐸0
> 1 (1)

where 𝛾 = 𝐸𝑖𝑛/𝑚𝑐2 is the Lorentz factor of the particle, 𝐸𝑖𝑛 its initial energy, 𝑚𝑐2 the electron
mass energy, 𝐸 the lab-frame electric field generated by the string of nuclei and 𝐸0 ≈ 1.32 · 1018

V/m the Schwinger critical field [8]. An estimation of the angular acceptance of the SF processes
is given by [9]:

Θ0 =
U0

𝑚𝑐2 (2)

where U0 is the continuous potential depth associated to the crystal axis. For electrons incident on
a typical high-Z crystal such as tungsten (U0 ≈ 1 keV), the threshold energy for the observation of
the SF effects is ≈ 22 GeV, while the angular acceptance is ≈ 2 mrad.

The SF-induced reduction of the radiation length is quite interesting for particle physics, since it
could be employed to develop a highly efficient, hadron-blind electromagnetic calorimeter [10].
This is due to the fact that the lattice structure affects only the electromagnetic interactions and
it is not relevant for the hadronic processes. Such a detector is currently being proposed as the
main candidate for the Small Angle Calorimeter (SAC) for the KLEVER experiment [11]. Many
other applications may also be foreseen, such as pointable 𝛾−ray telescopes or equipment for beam
dump experiments. However, experimental data regarding the SF processes are currently available
only for crystal samples limited in number, composition and length [7, 10, 12, 13]: this makes it
harder to properly account for these effects in the design and realization of particle detectors based
on oriented crystals. For this reason, the STORM and KLEVER collaborations have performed a
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beamtest in August 2021 at the CERN SPS, with the aim of fully characterizing two crystal samples
with a high energy tagged photon beam. This contribution describes the setup employed in the
beamtest and the results obtained in the (currently ongoing) data analysis.

2. Experimental setup

The crystal samples under test in this study were a 2 X0 PbF2 sample (oriented along the 〈110〉 axis)
produced by Siccas and a 1 X0 PbWO4 sample (oriented along the 〈100〉 axis) produced by the In-
stitute for Nuclear Problems of the Belarusian State University. For both materials, the SF regime is
assumed to be attained for energies greater than 20 GeV and incidence angles smaller than≈ 1 mrad.

T1 C1 Magnet C2
e- beam

Crystal 
+ SiPMs MCBS targetT2

𝛄-cal

e- spectrometer
(LG + Shashlik)

𝛄

e-

𝛄

Trigger

Figure 1: Experimental setup on the H2 extracted beam line (CERN SPS) for the characterization of the
Strong Field condition in oriented crystals. The labelling notation used here is described in the text.

The primary beam used for the measurements was composed of electrons with a high purity, an
energy of 120 GeV and an acceptance Δ𝑝/𝑝 ≤ 2% [14]. Figure 1 presents a simplified scheme of
the experimental setup: the extracted electron beam crosses a plastic scintillator, that generates the
trigger, and two beam telescopes (T1, T2), which are double-sided silicon microstrip detectors with
a spatial resolution of ≈ 5 `m [15]. The beam hits then a ≈ 3 mm thick (0.2 X0) copper target (BS),
in order to produce photons via bremsstrahlung. The mixed beam (photons + electrons) crosses a
silicon chamber (C1), consisting of two single-sided silicon strip detectors in a x-y configuration,
with a spatial resolution of ≈ 30 `m [16]. A bending dipole magnet is then used to split the beam:

• The electrons are deflected and then absorbed by an electron spectrometer (eCAL), which is
composed of a shashlik lead-scintillator sampling calorimeter and seven homogenous lead
glass calorimeters.

• The photons interact with the crystal under test, which is mounted on a high-resolution
goniometer [17]. The crystal is coupled to three matrices of Silicon PhotoMultipliers (SiPMs),
which measure the scintillation light emitted as a result of the PP in the crystal. The SiPMs
and their frontend electronics are the same described in [18].

After the goniometer, a plastic scintillator (Multiplicity Counter, MC) and another silicon
chamber (C2) are positioned, to measure the multiplicity of the charged pairs produced inside
the crystal. Finally, a homogenous BGO calorimeter (𝛾−CAL) absorbs the particles emerging
from the crystal and measures their energy.

This experimental layout allows to measure the energy of the photons impinging on the sample on
an event-by-event basis. Thus, it is possible to study how this energy is correlated with the energy
deposited in the crystal and with the multiplicity of the charged particles produced inside it.
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3. Results and discussion

The characterization of the crystal samples was performed by means of dedicated long-statistics
runs, each one corresponding to a different angle between the electron beam and the axis of the
crystal. For each run, only a fraction of the events was analyzed, since it was required that the
electrons had a small enough divergence (≤ 0.25 mrad). Moreover, it was required that the electrons
trajectories, which were reconstructed by the silicon detectors (T2, C1), crossed a fiducial region
inside a plane located at the center of the crystal. This region was defined by studying the efficiency
map of the crystal itself (figure 2), namely the spatial distribution of the fraction of the events where
a high multiplicity of charged particles was produced. The multiplicity was measured in terms of
the number of clusters detected in at least one side of the C2 module.
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Figure 2: Efficiency map of the PbF2 crystal, defined as the distribution of the fraction of the events where
at least 5 clusters were detected in at least one side of the C2 module. The area corresponding to the largest
fraction of events (red, dashed) was used as the fiducial region for the event selection.

In principle, several observables may be used to characterize the reduction of the effective radiation
length of a material. In this contribution, the Pulse Height (PH) spectrum of the Multiplicity
Counter has been chosen: for a null beam-axis angle, both a higher tail in the spectrum and a
greater average PH have been observed, with respect to the case of a randomly-oriented target.
Figure 3 presents such spectra for the PbF2 sample: the high-energy tail grows by a factor 10 ÷ 50,
while the average PH by a factor ≈ 1.35. Similar results are observed for incidence angles ≤ 1Θ0,
where Θ0 ≈ 1 mrad is the expected angular range of the SF regime. At 4Θ0 the enhancement effect
is seen to be still evident, even if somewhat less significant. Similar results have been obtained also
for the PbWO4 sample: the high-energy tail of the spectrum grows by a factor 10 ÷ 70, while the
average PH is enhanced by a factor ≈ 1.55. These results already suggest that the radiation length
of the two materials is reduced by ≈ (20÷ 30)%; a more accurate estimate of this reduction will be
soon given by directly studying how the energy deposited in the crystal, measured by the SiPMs,
changes as a function of the beam-crystal alignment.
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Figure 3: Multiplicity Counter (MC) Pulse Height spectra for several beam-axis incidence angles. An angle
of 0 mrad means that the beam is aligned with the axis of the crystal, while 50 mrad corresponds to the beam
incident on a randomly-oriented target. Spectra are normalized.

4. Conclusions and outlook

In the last few years, there have been several experimental observations of the Strong Field-enhanced
electromagnetic processes inside oriented crystals. In order to acquire more data regarding these
effects and to allow for a more precise accounting of them in the design of particle detectors, the
STORM and KLEVER collaborations performed a beamtest at the CERN SPS, on the H2 line.
While the analysis of the data acquired during this test is still undergoing, there is already evidence
of a huge reduction of the effective X0 of the studied crystals (up to 30%). All the present and
future results obtained with these data will be fundamental for the next step, which is the design
and construction of the first particle detector conceptually based on oriented crystals.
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